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Theoretical calculation for the multiplet structure of the tetrahedrally
coordinated Cr 4¿ in Y3Al5O12
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The multiplet structure of the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41 in Y3Al5O12 @yttrium aluminum garnet
~YAG!# was calculated by theab initio electronic-structure calculation method. The authors
examined the dependence of the multiplet structures on the size of cluster models, with the use of
(CrO4)

42 ~without point charges!, (CrO4)
42 ~with point charges!, (CrY6Al4O44)

542, and
(CrY18Al42O148)

1122 models. The covalency of the impurity-level molecular orbitals was analyzed,
and it was revealed that the wave functions of the atoms outside the CrO4 tetrahedron should not be
neglected. The validity of the assignment of the peaks in the absorption spectrum written in the
literature was evaluated by the calculated magnitude of the spin-orbit splittings and the oscillator
strengths of the transitions, which were obtained by the fully relativistic many-electron calculation.
The effect of the codopant on the transition probability was also estimated by (CrCaY5Al4O44)

552

models. It was indicated that the nearest Cr–Ca pairs would reduce the symmetry, and could
produce some satellite peaks. The mixing of the wave functions of the triplet states was numerically
analyzed, and the results were correlated with the transition probability. The traditional
nephelauxetic parameter was estimated, and the value 0.51 was obtained. It was confirmed from first
principles that the magnitude of the nephelauxetic parameter in some literature was appropriate.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377013#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tetravalent chromium (Cr41)-doped crystals and
glasses have been intensively studied for the applicatio
solid-state laser materials. The absorption and the emis
in the near-infrared~NIR! spectral region have been a matt
of interest. The first lasing action by the Cr41 center was
reported in the chromium-doped Mg2SiO4.

1 In that time, the
unusual lasing wavelength lead to confusion on the ass
ment of the lasing center, and the first paper incorrectly
ported the center as the Cr31 state. After the discovery of the
Cr41 lasing center, many investigations on searching for
other host crystals have been done. One candidate is
yttrium aluminum garnet~YAG!, Y3Al5O12,2–4 which has
been widely used also as the solid-state-laser crystal do
with rare-earth ions. The Cr41:YAG is now mainly used as a
saturable absorber for theQ-switch operation.5,6 Also in the
Cr41:YAG, however, the difficulty on the assignment of th
absorption spectrum has been left in question. Until now
representative literature that discussed the confusing pea
summarized in Table I.2,4,6–17In early years, the two broad
bands in the NIR ('10 000 cm21) and the visible
('15 400 cm21) regions had been assigned to the transitio
to the different3T2(et2) and 3T1(et2) triplet terms, respec-
tively. But Eilers et al. proposed another assignment th
both the bands originated from the same3T1(et2) triplet
term with a large energy splitting.13

a!Electronic mail: tack@cms.mtl.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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The largest reason why misunderstanding and ambig
have been left on making the assignments of absorp
spectra would lie in the practical difficulty in traditional the
oretical methods. Most theoretical methods for the analy
of the absorption spectra, produced by impurity center, h
been based on the crystal field theory or the ligand fi
theory.18 In Cr41:YAG, the Tanabe–Sugano diagram bas
on the ligand field theory has often been referred to.4,13 That
method was really convenient to quickly overview the m
tiplet structure, but the energy splitting caused by the l
symmetry was absolutely neglected. After Eilerset al. pro-
posed a new assignment by the experiments, Brik
Shchekoldin followed the same assignment by the excha
charges model15 based on the crystal field theory. Rileyet al.
conducted the alternative calculations16 based on the angula
overlap model~AOM!,19 which was fundamentally based o
the ligand field theory. It seems crucial that the AOM calc
lation had been already performed by Ku¨ck et al.,11 who
obtained the result supporting the older assignment, differ
from Riley’s. The largest difference between their AOM ca
culations seems to have originated from their assumption
the magnitude of the ligand-field parameteres , which was
8000 cm21 by Kück et al., and 13 585 cm21 by Riley et al.
This history simply showed us that those semiempiri
methods required us to stand on our assumption to determ
the adjustable parameters, which lead to the different con
sions.

In order to avoid ambiguity in determining the param
eters and to predict electronic structures not yet known,
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. The assignment of the peaks that assumed to have originated from the tetrahedrally coordinate41

in the absorption spectrum of Cr:YAG, written in the literature~cm21!.

Refs. 3B@3T2(et2)# 3E@3T2(et2)# 3A@3T1(et2)# 3E@3T1(et2)# 1A@1E(e2)# 1B@1E(e2)#

2 ~1989! 10 000 15 400
7 ~1989! 10 400 15 600 9090
8 ~1992! 8100 8977, 9281 14 000–26 000
9 ~1992! 8950, 9260

10 ~1994! 7815
11 ~1994! 7814, 7842 9800
12 ~1994! 8100 8977, 9281 14 000–26 000

13 ~1994! 7814 10 000 14 300–16 700 8264, 8292
4 ~1996! 7814, 7842 8977, 9281 15 400

14 ~1997! 7814
15 ~1998! 7814 10 000 9285 16 100
16 ~1999! 7814, 7842 10 000 8977, 9281 15 000 9500~calc!
17 ~2000! 9990 8977, 9281 14 705
6 ~2000! 8696–12500
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have to depend onab initio methods. In Cr41:YAG, only a
few studies have been done by theab initio electronic-
structure calculation methods. Sobolevet al. discussed the
valence state of the chromium ion by the cluster method w
muffin-tin potential.20 However, their method was based on
one-electron approximation, and they could not directly d
cuss the multiplet structure derived from the so-calledd–d
transition, which should be considered by a many-elect
calculation. Nowadays, since the speed of computers bec
fast, Xu and Ching succeeded in completing the band ca
lation for the YAG host crystal.21 Ching et al. further pro-
posed the model concerning the excited-state absorptio
Cr41:YAG.22 The band method was powerful and wide
accepted, but it also lied under the one-electron approxi
tion, and they did not directly discuss the transitions with
the multiplet structure. Regarding the other crystals, onl
few studies were indeed reported on the calculations of
multiplet structure of the Cr41 state. In the Cr41-doped
Mg2SiO4 and Ca2GeO4, Wissinget al.conducted the multip-
let calculations by using theADF code,23 which was a mo-
lecular orbital~MO! method based on the density function
theory.24 Deghoulet al. also conducted the calculations b
the same code in Cr41:LiNbGeO5.

25 Their procedure for the
multiplet calculations, however, was fundamentally based
the matrix elements obtained by the ligand field theory.
though they could give the mean energies of the multip
terms, like the Tanabe–Sugano method did, they could no
all obtain the energy splittings within the multiplet term
under the low symmetries, which were indeed in questi
Furthermore, the discussion on the transition probability
been absent.

We have been developing a generalab initio method, the
discrete variational multielectron~DVME! method,26 for the
direct calculations of multiplet structures, independent of
traditional ligand field theory. As for the Cr41-doped system,
we had already confirmed that the method reproduced
absorption spectrum of Cr41:Ca2GeO4, with the large energy
splittings and the polarization dependence originating fr
the low Cs symmetry at the Cr41 site.27

In this paper, we report on the results obtained by theab
initio calculations for the multiplet structure of the tetrah
y 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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drally coordinated Cr41 in the YAG crystal. First, we discus
the one-electron electronic structures obtained from f
cluster models with different sizes. Then we compare th
with the results obtained from the band calculation by
and Ching. The covalency concerning the impurit
chromium levels is then analyzed numerically. Regarding
multiplet calculations, three approaches for the calculation
the matrix elements, concerning the one-electron oper
term in the effective many-electron Hamiltonian, are co
pared with each other, and the newly propos
configuration-independent approach will be concluded
have given the appropriate results. By the results, we sh
from first principles that the revised assignment of the
sorption spectrum proposed by Eilerset al.was valid at least
with regard to that of the two bands in the NIR and t
visible regions concerned the states attributed to the s
3T1(et2) triplet term of the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41.
The transition probability of some transitions between
triplet states will be explained by the analyzed result of
mixing of the wave functions. A result, obtained by a ful
relativistic calculation, is shown to discuss the assignmen
the peaks in the absorption spectrum in detail. The effec
the formation of Cr–Ca pairs is also briefly discussed.
nally, the traditional nephelauxetic parameter, which e
presses the reduction of the electron repulsion in solids,
be estimated from first principles.

II. METHOD

A. The DVME method

1. The general procedure

Since the explanations of the DVME method with th
detail mathematical formulation have already been written
Ref. 26, only the descriptions needed to discuss the resul
this paper are explained in this section. In this study,
configuration-independent approach and the fully relativis
calculation were additionally introduced. They will be d
scribed after this subsection. We first overview the comm
procedure.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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As the first step, a one-electron MO calculation based
the SCAT code28 is conducted. The MO method is performe
within the framework of the density functional theory.24 The
applied exchange potential isXa,29 whose constanta is set
at 0.7 as the generally accepted value. The calculatio
conducted with the use of a cluster model, in which the
formation of crystal structure and the symmetry is includ
Thepth MO wp is expressed as the linear combination of t
atomic orbitalsx, such as

wp~r !5(
q

cpqxq~r !, ~1!

wherer is the position of electron, andcpq is the coefficient
of the linear combination. The coefficients are determined
the self-consistent MO calculation.

Once we obtained the MOs and the one-electron M
energies, we construct the many-electron wave functions
linear combination of Slater determinantsF. The i th wave
functionC i of theN-electron system (dN many-electron sys-
tem in the case of the transition-metal system! is expressed
as follows:

C i~r1 ,r2 ,...,rN!5(
j 51

s

Ci j F j~r1 ,r2 ,...,rN!,

F j~r1 ,r2 ,...,rN!

5
1

AN! U w j 1~r1! w j 2~r1! ¯ w jN~r1!

w j 1~r2! w j 2~r2! ¯ w jN~r2!

............................
w j 1~rN! w j 2~rN! ¯ w jN~rN!

U , ~2!

wheres is the total number of Slater determinants, andCi j is
the coefficient of the linear combination. We can make
Slater determinants whose components are the impurity-l
MOs, the valence MOs, and the MOs of the conduct
band. In this study, we take only the impurity-level MOs th
are composed mainly of the Cr 3d orbitals, to complete the
calculations within a practical period by the contempora
personal computers. We obtainN52 ands545, in the case
of Cr41 in this study. Since the linear combination of Slat
determinants is composed of the MOs obtained from the
calculation based on the density functional theory,
DVME method is a hybridized method of the density fun
tional theory and the configuration interaction method.
the configuration interactions concerning the intraconfigu
tional transition (d–d transition! are fully considered. The
effective HamiltonianHeff of the N-electron system is writ-
ten in atomic units as

Heff~r1 ,r2 ,...,rN!5(
i 51

N H 2
1

2
¹ i

22(
n

Zn

ur i2Rnu
1V0~r i !J

1(
i 51

N

(
j . i

N
1

ur i2r j u
, ~3!

where the first brace is the one-electron operator term and
last term is the two-electron operator term. In the on
electron operator term, the first and the second terms exp
the kinetic energy and the electron–nuclei~with the atomic
Downloaded 31 May 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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numberZ) attractive potential of theN electrons, respec
tively, and the potentialV0 expresses the Coulomb and th
exchange interactions between theN electrons and the othe
core-and-valence electrons. On the other hand, the t
electron operator term expresses the Coulomb repulsion
tween theN electrons in the impurity-level MOs. In genera
the following two-electron integrals have to be calculated
obtain the matrix elements of the two-electron operator te

E E f i* ~r1!f j* ~r2!
1

ur12r2u
fk~r1!f l~r2!dr1 dr2 , ~4!

wheref is usually considered to be an atomic orbital. T
traditional methods based on the ligand field theory tra
form those integrals into one or two adjustable paramet
such as the Racah parametersB andC, whose values should
be determined by referring to experimental data.18 In the
DVME method, the calculation of the two-electron integra
is performed numerically, not analytically, with the use
the MOs, such as

C(
r 51

G

(
s.r

G

w i* ~r r !w j* ~r s!
1

ur r2r su
wk~r r !w l~r s!v~r r !v~r s!,

~5!

wherev is the weighted volume at each sample pointr , and
G is the number of sample points. The factorC, which is not
an empirical parameter, is explained below. This numer
procedure makes it possible to apply the method univers
to any symmetry and to any electron configuration. Furth
more, the numerical integration would have a practical b
efit that the calculations can be completed within a sho
period than the other methods using the analytical ba
when the order of Slater determinants increased. Finally
the procedure of the DVME method, the energies and
wave functions of theN-electron system are obtained by th
diagonalization of the matrix of the effective many-electr
Hamiltonian.

Since the number of Slater determinants is finite
electron repulsion, expressed by Eq.~4!, should be overesti-
mated due to the insufficient consideration of the correlat
effect between theN electrons. To involve the electron
correlation effect, the two-electron integrals in Eq.~5! are
multiplied by a correlation-correction factorC, which is
straightforwardly determined by a spin-polarized MO calc
lation. The factorC is determined to satisfy the consisten
between the spin-flip transition energyDe, calculated by a
one-electron calculation under the transition-state met
proposed by Slater,30 and the corresponding transition ener
DE, estimated by theN-electron calculation. For example, i
the case of the Cr41 state inTd symmetry, the condition is
written as

E@1E,1A1 ,3A2~e↑e↓!#2E@3A2~e↑
2!#5De~e↑1.5e↓0.5!,

~6!

where all the multiplet states in the square brackets belon
the e2 electron configuration. The so-called nephelauxe
effect, which means the reduction of the electron repulsion
solids compared to an isolated ion, is expressed in
DVME method by the two factors: the covalency describ
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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as an MO construction@the mixing of the atomic orbitals
described by Eq. ~1!#, and the correlation-correctio
factor C.

To obtain a theoretical absorption spectrum, the osci
tor strength of electric-dipole transitionI f i is calculated by

I f i52~Ef2Ei !U E ¯E C f* (
j 51

N

r j•
E

uEu
C idr1 dr2¯drNU2

,

~7!

where the subscriptsi and f mean the initial and the fina
states, respectively,Ei andEf are their energies, andE is the
electric field of incident light. A theoretical spectrum is o
tained by applying the oscillator strength to the Lorentz re
nance curve with a full width at half maximum of 325 cm21.
We note that we can discuss the peak energy and the in
sity in absorption spectra, but could not yet discuss the p
width. The theoretical spectra will be shown in order to e
ily compare the calculated results with the experimenta
obtained absorption spectrum.

2. The configuration-dependent and-independent
approaches

In this study, we compare three approaches for the
culation of the matrix elements concerning the one-elect
operator term in the effective many-electron Hamiltonia
The three approaches are the Fazzio–Caldus–Zunger~FCZ!,
the configuration-dependent correction~CDC!, and the
configuration-independent correction~CIC! approaches. The
FCZ and the CDC approaches were already introduce
Ref. 26, and the CIC approach is introduced in this pap
The FCZ and the CDC approaches are configuration de
dent, but on the other hand the CIC approach is configura
independent. Here ‘‘configuration’’ means the electron co
figuration that can be determined from one-electron MO
ergy. For example, in the case of the Cr41 ion in Td symme-
try, the impurity levels split into the two states withe andt2

symmetries. We can define an effective ligand-field splitt
Deff from the energy difference between the two states s
as

Deff5«~ t2!2«~e!, ~8!

where« is the MO energy, and the attached overline me
to take an average value when the degenerate states fu
split into several states in the lower symmetry than theTd

symmetry. Then the electron configurations areemt2
n ;(m,n)

5(2,0),(1,1),(0,2), and their mean energies are obtained

nDeff . ~9!

In the FCZ approach, the diagonal matrix elements are
termined so that the mean energy of every electron confi
ration is consistent with Eq.~9!, and the multiplet splitting,
originating from the electron repulsion@Eq. ~4!# can be con-
sidered to be a splitting from the mean energy. This desc
tion is based on the approach proposed by Fazzioet al.31 The
FCZ approach is the simplest approach. The useful aspe
the FCZ approach is that we do not need to know any
plicit formula of the potentialV0 in Eq. ~3!. However, the
Downloaded 31 May 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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FCZ approach tends to give the invalid result of the multip
splittings originating from the reduction of symmetry, a
pointed out in Ref. 26.

We concluded in the previous paper that the CDC
proach was a good approach in practice. In the CDC
proach, the following explicit formula for the potentialV0 in
Eq. ~3!, proposed by Watanabe and Kamimura,32 is intro-
duced to accurately reproduce both the energy and the p
ization dependence:

V0~r i !5E r0~r !

ur i2r u
dr

1
3

4

r tot~r i !Vxc@r tot~r i !#2r0~r i !Vxc@r0~r i !#

r imp~r i !

2Vxc@r imp~r i !#, ~10!

wherer tot , r0 , andr imp are the electron densities of all th
occupied MOs, the core-and-valence MOs, and the impur
level MOs, respectively, and the potentialVxc is the ex-
changeXa potential. It was revealed that some overestim
tion was involved in the evaluation of the matrix elemen
concerning the one-electron operator term. In the CDC
proach, the values of diagonal matrix elements are shifted
applying the same procedure as the FCZ approach.

Still the CDC approach is a convenient approach wh
we really know the electron configurations; we propose
other CIC approach, which involves configuratio
independent correction for the matrix elements concern
the one-electron operator term. The CIC approach also
volves the direct evaluation by Eq.~10!. In the CIC ap-
proach, all the matrix elements of the one-electron opera
term are universally multiplied by a scaling factorD, instead
of combining with the configuration-dependent FCZ a
proach. The scaling factorD mainly concerns the magnitud
of ligand-field splitting, and can be determined to either
produce the experimentally obtained spectrum or obtain
equivalent result to the CDC approach. Therefore the C
approach with only one scaling factor omits theab initio
character from the DVME method, whereas the FCZ a
CDC approaches really lie in the framework of theab initio
calculation. However, the scaling factorD affects the calcu-
lated energies so as only to shift them as a whole, and it d
not crucially affect the polarization dependence, which
important in most cases under low symmetry. We can p
ceed with the calculations, even if the analytical express
for the matrix elements is too complex to be formulated
we only fix the scaling factorD at a standard value for th
system. In practice, we may use the CDC approach when
want to perform a perfectab initio calculation, and we may
use the CIC approach when we want to discuss the en
with higher accuracy by adjusting the scaling factor. In t
future, we will consider that such technical corrections w
not be required when we use spin-polarized MOs, and w
we increase the order of Slater determinants.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3. Fully relativistic many-electron calculation

Until now, we performed all the many-electron calcul
tions under a nonrelativistic approximation. Therefore
did not discuss any of the relativistic effects, including t
spin-orbit splitting and the energy shift caused by the re
tivistic contraction. In the case of transition metals, the do
nant relativistic effect is only the spin-orbit splitting, and it
enough to neglect even the spin-orbit interaction when
roughly discuss the assignment of the peaks in the absorp
spectra, since the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting is re
tively smaller than that of the ligand-field splitting. In th
study, however, we extended our discussion on the ass
ment by conducting a fully relativistic calculation. Here th
term ‘fully’ means that all the relativistic effects were co
sidered by directly solving the Dirac equation. We develop
the DVME method based on the fully relativisticSCAT

code.33 This paper is the first one to apply the relativis
many-electron calculation method to the solid-state laser
terials. The method will also be applied universally to t
heavy rare-earth ion system in the near future.

The overall procedure of the relativistic many-electr
calculation is the same as the nonrelativistic one, which w
described in the previous subsections. The differences in
relativistic calculation are the expressions of the wave fu
tion and the kinetic-energy term in the Hamiltonian. Where
the atomic orbitalx in Eq. ~1! was a simple scalar in th
nonrelativistic calculation, it is a relativistic four-compone
vector with the real components and the imaginary com
nents in the relativistic calculation. The effective man
electron Hamiltonian of the nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger
equation in Eq.~3! is replaced by the relativistic Hamiltonia
of the Dirac equation, which is written with the use of th
Pauli’s matrices, as follows:

Heff~r1 ,r2 ,...,rN!5(
i 51

N H 2 icã•“1c2b̃2(
n

Zn

ur i2Rnu

1V0~r i !J 1(
i 51

N

(
j . i

N
1

ur i2r j u
,

ã5S 0̃ s̃

s̃ 0̃,
D , b̃5S Ĩ 0̃

0̃ 2 Ĩ
D , ~11!

s̃x5S 0 1

1 0D , s̃y5S 0 2 i

i 0 D , s̃z5S 1 0

0 21D ,

Ĩ 5S 1 0

0 1D , 0̃5S 0 0

0 0D ,

wherec is velocity of light. The inclusion of the relativistic
effects in the DVME method is neither different from th
simplest pertubation method, nor from the methods wit
scalar relativistic approximation, which has often been
plied to the contemporaryab initio methods. The results
obtained by the relativistic method, are shown in Sec. III B

B. Cluster models

The YAG crystal belongs to the garnet type structure
the cubic crystal system.34 The unit cell has 160 atoms~8
Downloaded 31 May 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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f.u.!. The yttrium~Y! atom is dodecahedrally coordinated b
the oxygen~O! atoms. On the other hand, 2/5 of the alum
num ~Al ! atoms are octahedrally coordinated and the res
the Al atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated. Since the io
radius of Y31 ~1.019 Å! is large enough compared to that
Cr ions (<0.615 Å),35 the Cr atom has been assumed
substitute only for the smaller Al sites. In order to produ
the unstable Cr41 state, the Ca21 or Mg21 ion is always
codoped in the crystal growth for charge compensation. S
eral valences, such as Cr31, Cr41, and Cr61, have been con-
sidered to coexist in the Cr41:YAG sample,7,12,17 but the
dominant structure of the absorption spectrum in the NI
visible region up to about 18 000 cm21 has been assigned t
the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41.

In this study, we concentrate on the electronic struct
of the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41 state. For the calcula
tions, we used totally six cluster models, which are shown
Fig. 1. Models~a!–~d! are the models without any charg
compensators; on the other hand, models~e! and ~f! are the
models to estimate the effect of the nearest Cr–Ca pairs.
(CrO4)

42 cluster model~a! is the simplest model as ofte
seen in the semiempirical methods. The coordinates of
atoms were taken from the structure of the YAG crysta34

The central tetrahedrally coordinated Al atom was repla
by a Cr atom. The Cr site hadD2d symmetry, which was
expressed by the different O–Cr–O bond angles,/OCrO
599.9 and 114°. The (CrO4)

42 model ~b! is an extended

FIG. 1. The cluster models:~a! (CrO4)
42 ~without point charges!, ~b!

(CrO4)
42, ~c! (CrY6Al4O44)

542, ~d! (CrY18Al42O148)
1122, and ~e! and ~f!

(CrCaY5Al4O44)
552 models. The symmetries at the center Cr atoms areD2d

in model~a!, S4 in models~b!–~d!, C2 in model~e!, andC1 in model~f!. In
models~b!–~f!, the additional point charges with formal valences are plac
at the atomic sites outside the clusters to reproduce the effective Made
potential.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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model from model~a!. Within the spatial region of 636
36 unit cells, additional point charges with formal valenc
were placed at the atomic sites outside the five atoms
reproduce the effective Madelung potential. As a result,
symmetry at the Cr site was reduced further toS4 , which
was the exact symmetry. The (CrY6Al4O44)

542 model ~c! is
a further extended model from model~b! by adding the at-
oms around the CrO4 coordination tetrahedron. The fou
ligand O atoms around the Cr atom were completely sha
by the YO8 and AlO6 coordination polyhedra, so that th
covalency around the Cr atom is expected to be expre
well. The (CrY18Al42O148)

1122 model ~d! is the largest
model in this study with 209 atoms. In this model, the atom
present in the model~c! @drawn by the polyhedra in Fig
1~d!#, were completely surrounded by the bonding coordi
tion polyhedra~drawn by the balls!. The distance betwee
the central Cr atom and the farthest metal atom~Al ! was 7.04
Å. The cell parameter of the YAG crystal isa512.00 Å, and
the model~d! had all the representative sites in the unit ce
The final (CrCaY5Al4O44)

552 models~e! and~f! were based
on the model~c!, and one Y atom was replaced by one C
atom. In the model~e!, the substituted Y atom was locate
on the primary axis of theS4 symmetry, on the other hand
the substituted Y atom was not located on the primary axi
the model~f!. The Cr–Ca distances were 3.00 Å in model~e!
and 3.67 Å in model~f!. The symmetries at the Cr site i
models~e! and~f! were reduced toC2 andC1 , respectively.
Actually, we may have to also consider the mod
with different Cr–Ca separations. We regard models~e! and
~f! as the models that produce the largest effect of the
codoping.

The atomic orbitals used in the MO calculations we
1s– 4p for Cr, 1s– 2p for O, 1s– 5p for Y, 1s– 3d for Al,
and 1s– 4p for Ca.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. One-electron MO calculation

1. The one-electron MO energies and the density
of states

The calculated one-electron MO energies by the non
ativistic SCAT code are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~f! for the clus-
ter models ~a!–~f!, respectively. The lowest Cr 3d level,
which two electrons occupied, was set at zero. The MOs
the valence bands were composed of the O 2s and O 2p
orbitals, and were also composed of the Y 4p orbitals mixing
with the O 2s orbitals in the larger models~c!–~f!. The MOs
of the unoccupied levels~conduction bands! were only com-
posed of the Cr 4s and Cr 4p orbitals in the small models~a!
and ~b!, however on the other hand, they were mainly co
posed of the Y 4d, Y 5s, Y 5p, Al 3s, Al 3p, and Al 3d
orbitals in the larger models~c!–~f!. In the results obtained
from the models~e! and~f!, the additional Ca 3p levels were
located at the top of the O 2s valence band, and the Ca 3d
levels were located in the higher energy region than the Yd
unoccupied band. In all the models, the discrete impu
levels, whose MOs were mainly composed of the Cr 3d or-
bitals, were located between the valence O 2p band and the
unoccupied levels. The impurity levels split into four or fiv
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levels by the ligand field under the low symmetries. T
symmetry of those impurity-level MOs, in the order of the
energies, wereb1 , a, b2 , ande in model~a!, b, a, b, ande
in models~b!–~d!, a, a, a, b, andb in model~e!, and alla
in model ~f!. Since thee state was twofold degenerate, w
obtained five totally impurity-level MOs from every mode
We hereafter specify those impurity-level MOs by attachi
the labels with the figures expressing the order of the en
gies, for example,b1(1) , a(2) , b2(3) , e(4) , and e(5) in the
case of model~a!. The five impurity-level MOs were chose
as the components of the Slater determinants in Eq.~2!. In
the parentTd symmetry, the MOs with the labels~1! and~2!
are twofold degenerate withe symmetry, and the MOs with
the labels~3!, ~4!, and ~5! are threefold degenerate witht2

symmetry. In all the results, however, the apparent ene
splittings between the MOs with label~3! and the MOs with
labels~4! and ~5! were observed, and the magnitude of t
splitting ranged from 0.42 eV@model~e!# to 0.72 eV@model
~a!#. Although the energy splitting of the MOs originatin
from the t2 symmetry was large, we still use the notationse
and t2 in the Td symmetry when we specify the electro
configurations. Then we can define an effective ligand fi
splitting Deff according to Eq.~8!. The calculated values o
the Deff for models~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d!, ~e!, and ~f! were 1.19,
1.27, 1.16, 1.15, 1.14, and 1.13 eV, respectively. The va
of the model~b! was about 0.1 eV larger than the others.

The result, obtained from the smallest model~a! in Fig.
2~a!, showed the largest energy splitting within the impur
levels among the four models. In the result obtained fr
model ~b! in Fig. 2~b!, the energy splittings decreased. O
the contrary, the bandwidth of the valence O 2p band be-
came larger. Those indicate that the point charges, pla
outside the cluster in model~b!, further produced the differ-
ence of the potentials at the different ligand O atoms, and
a result, the energy splittings were relaxed. In models~a! and
~b!, the Cr 3d orbitals in the impurity-level MOs are ex
pected to interact with the O 2p orbitals, which were the

FIG. 2. The calculated one-electron MO energies obtained from clu
models~a!–~f!. The lowest Cr 3d impurity level is set at zero.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nearest states in energy. In the result obtained from the la
model ~c! in Fig. 2~c!, the impurity levels were sandwiche
between the valence O 2p band and the conduction ban
whose lowest MO components were the Y 4d orbitals. In
that case, the impurity-level MOs are expected to be co
posed not only of the Cr 3d and O 2p orbitals, but also of the
Y 4d orbitals. In the result obtained from model~d! in Fig.
2~d!, the total structure did not qualitatively change from th
of model ~c!, but the conduction band became continuo
However, the impurity-level energies did not significan
change. So we can expect that the multiplet structures,
tained from models~c! and ~d!, will not significantly differ
from each other. The calculated values of the band gap,
tained from models~c! and ~d!, were 8.44 and 6.45 eV, re
spectively. The value shown in the literature was 6.5 eV.36,37

Xu and Ching reported the value 4.71 eV by the ba
method,21 which involved the general local-density approx
mation, leading to the underestimation similar to theXa ap-
proximation. In this study, the MO method involved a clus
approximation, which tended to overestimate the magnit
of the band gap. In the calculated result obtained from mo
~d!, the underestimation due to theXa approximation and
the overestimation due to the cluster approximation for
nately canceled each other out, and resulted in a good ag
ment with the experimentally obtained value. We consid
however, the magnitude of the band gap to be less impor
than that of the energy splitting within the impurity level
since we concentrate only on the discrete impurity levels
were isolated from both the top of the valence band and
bottom of the conduction band. In the results obtained fr
models ~e! and ~f!, the additional Ca 3p and Ca 3d levels
participated in the energy structures. However, the Cap
levels lay below the O 2p valence band, and the Ca 3d levels
lay above the Y 4d unoccupied band. Since their energ
separations between the Cr 3d levels were large, the direc
interaction between the Ca orbitals and the Cr 3d orbitals is
expected to be small. The energy splittings of the Cr 3d lev-
els also did not significantly change from those of model~c!
without the Ca charge compensator.

In general, the band method gives the better electro
structure of the infinite system than the cluster method.
compare the results of our MO method and Xu’s ba
method,21 the total density of states~DOS! and the partial
DOS ~PDOS!, attributed to the Y, Al, and O atoms, wer
depicted in Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c!. Figures 3~a! and 3~b!,
which were obtained from our larger models~c! and ~d!,
correspond to the results shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, re-
spectively. The total DOS and the PDOS were determined
applying the calculated MO energies and the populatio
obtained by the Mulliken’s population-analysis method,38 to
the Gaussian curve with a full width at half maximum of 0
eV. The concentration of the Cr atom was set at 0.2 at %,
the contribution of the Cr atom to the results was negligi
small. For Xu’s PDOS of the Al atom in Fig. 3~c!, we took
only the result of the Al atom at the octahedrally coordina
site but not at the tetrahedrally coordinated site, since
overall structures resembled each other for a rough comp
son with our results. In order to regard the PDOS of
octahedrally coordinated Al atom as the total PDOS of
Downloaded 31 May 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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Al atom, the absolute values of the PDOS were multiplied
5/2, different from the values in the original Ref. 21. Th
origins of the energy in all the figures were set at the high
levels in the valence O 2p bands. Comparing our results i
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, we see that their conduction bands d
fered from each other, whereas the difference between t
valence bands was small. The conduction band of the sm
model~c! showed the rather discrete structure, in which ea
Y 4d, Al 3s, and Al 3p band was resolved well. On th
other hand, the conduction band of the largest model~d!
showed the continuous structure. Nevertheless, the Yd
band at the bottom was distinct from the Al bands located
the higher energy region. Comparing the result of model~d!
in Fig. 3~b! with Xu’s in Fig. 3~c!, we see that the agreeme
between them was good. The Yp band was located at th
lowest energy, and soon above that, the Os band was lo-
cated. The valence Op band spread within the energy rang
from 210 to 0 eV, and the bottom of the unoccupied ba
was composed of the Yd band. The Al bands were located
the higher energy region. We conclude from the agreem
that our calculated MOs appropriately reproduced the e
tronic structure of the host YAG crystal. Since the over
band positions did not significantly change between the
sults obtained from models~c! and ~d!, we consider that the

FIG. 3. The total DOS and the PDOS attributed to the Y, Al, and O ato
obtained from~a! the model~c!, ~b! the model~d!, and ~c! Ref. 21. In~a!
and ~b!, the DOS and the PDOS were obtained by applying the calcula
MO energies and the populations to the Gaussian curve with a full widt
half maximum of 0.5 eV. The concentration of the Cr atom was se
0.2 at %.
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TABLE II. The results of the Mulliken’s population analyses obtained from models~a!–~f!.

MO

Cr Ligand O Y
Al

3s13p13d
Ca

3d14s14p3d 4s14p 2s 2p 4d 4p15s15p

~a! b1(1)(e) 0.837 0.000 0.000 0.163 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

a(2)(e) 0.833 0.009 0.000 0.159 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

b2(3)(t2) 0.748 0.040 0.005 0.206 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

e(4)&(5)(t2) 0.718 0.054 0.008 0.220 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

~b! b(1)(e) 0.874 0.000 0.000 0.126 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

a(2)(e) 0.858 0.003 0.000 0.139 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

b(3)(t2) 0.764 0.037 0.007 0.191 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

e(4)&(5)(t2) 0.746 0.043 0.009 0.201 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

~c! b(1)(e) 0.840 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.009 0.003 0.013 ¯

a(2)(e) 0.801 0.004 0.000 0.168 0.007 0.000 0.007 ¯

b(3)(t2) 0.729 0.043 0.004 0.189 0.020 0.001 0.005 ¯

e(4)&(5)(t2) 0.713 0.049 0.009 0.186 0.010 0.003 0.020 ¯

~d! b(1)(e) 0.836 0.000 0.000 0.123 0.010 0.003 0.014 ¯

a(2)(e) 0.798 0.004 0.000 0.165 0.008 0.001 0.008 ¯

b(3)(t2) 0.722 0.043 0.004 0.182 0.025 0.001 0.008 ¯

e(4)&(5)(t2) 0.705 0.050 0.008 0.182 0.012 0.003 0.023 ¯

~e! a(1)(e) 0.844 0.000 0.000 0.123 0.010 0.001 0.013 0.000
a(2)(e) 0.805 0.006 0.000 0.163 0.008 0.000 0.008 0.000
a(3)(t2) 0.728 0.040 0.003 0.195 0.018 0.001 0.005 0.002
b(4)(t2) 0.733 0.043 0.009 0.170 0.013 0.002 0.021 0.000
b(5)(t2) 0.701 0.056 0.009 0.189 0.012 0.002 0.022 0.000

~f! a(1)(e) 0.843 0.000 0.001 0.125 0.008 0.002 0.012 0.001
a(2)(e) 0.803 0.004 0.000 0.164 0.008 0.000 0.007 0.000
a(3)(t2) 0.733 0.043 0.004 0.182 0.023 0.001 0.005 0.000
a(4)(t2) 0.722 0.047 0.009 0.180 0.011 0.002 0.020 0.000
a(5)(t2) 0.707 0.050 0.008 0.194 0.008 0.001 0.019 0.002
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result of the smaller model~c! also essentially reproduce
the band structure.

2. The covalency of impurity-level MOs

The Coulomb repulsion between the electrons in thed
orbitals of an isolated transition-metal ion is greatly reduc
when the ion formed bonds connected with the surround
atoms in solids. We considered the reduction by the t
factors: one is the effect of the covalency, which was e
mated by the proportions of the contribution of the Cr 3d
orbitals to the impurity-level MOs, and the other is the co
relation correction, which was expressed by the correlati
correction factorC in Eq. ~5!. In nature, both the factors ar
not adjustable parameters, and are estimated straigh
wardly within the computational procedure.

We evaluated the covalency of the impurity-level MO
by the Mulliken’s population-analysis method,38 which
quantifies the contribution of the atomic orbitals to an M
summarizing the coefficientscpq in Eq. ~1!. The results of
the analyses by the nonrelativistic calculations are show
Table II for models~a!–~f!. The contributions were classifie
into the Cr 3d, Cr (4s14p), ligand ~first-nearest! O 2s and
O 2p, Y 4d, Y (4p15s15p), Al (3s13p13d), and
Ca (3d14s14p) orbitals. For the larger models~c!–~f!, the
components of the O atoms outside the CrO4 coordination
tetrahedron were not explicitly listed.
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In all the impurity-level MOs, the primary componen
was the Cr 3d orbitals, which mainly mixed with the ligand
O 2p orbitals. The proportion of the contribution of th
Cr 3d orbitals was less than 0.88. The decrease of the c
tribution of the Cr 3d orbitals can be regarded as a degree
covalency. Since the degree of covalency was large, the e
tron configuration should be actually written as (CrO4)

42,
(CrY6Al4O44)

542, and so on, instead of being written asd2,
based on the simplest atomic notation. We see from Tab
that the proportions of the contribution of the Cr 3d orbitals
to the MOs, originating fromt2 symmetry, were about 0.1
smaller than the MOs originating frome symmetry. This
difference forced the traditional methods based on the lig
field theory to introduce more than one adjustable param
(es andep in the AOM method!. In the result obtained from
the smallest model~a!, the difference between theb(1) and
a(2) states originating frome symmetry was small, wherea
the difference in the other models with additional po
charges was significantly large. On the contrary, the co
sponding one-electron MO energies, obtained from mo
~a! in Fig. 2~a!, had the largest energy splitting at 0.30 e
This indicates that we cannot judge the component of
MOs only from whether the one-electron MO energies lo
degenerate or not. Comparing the results of the models~a!
and~b!, we see that the contribution of the Cr 3d orbitals in
model ~b! was larger than that in model~a!, indicating that
the Cr atom in model~b! had stronger ionic character tha
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. The calculated multiplet ener
gies and the theoretical absorptio
spectra obtained from models~a!–~d!
by the FCZ approach.
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model~a!. The largest repulsion between the electrons in
impurity-level MOs is expected in model~b!. Moving to the
result of model~c!, we see that the proportions of the co
tribution of the Cr 3d orbitals were reduced by the particip
tion of the additional cations’ orbitals, mainly, the Y 4d and
Al orbitals. This means that the existence of the catio
orbitals outside the CrO4 coordination tetrahedron should n
be neglected. Comparing the results obtained from mo
~c! and ~d!, we could not see any large difference betwe
them. Summarizing the dependence of the size of the clu
models, we conclude that the (CrO4)

42 models~a! and ~b!
are not sufficient, but the (CrY6Al4O44)

542 model ~c! with
complete packing of the CrO4 tetrahedron by the cations
coordination polyhedra of the first shell is practically suf
cient for the description of the impurity-level MOs. By th
results obtained from models~e! and ~f!, we can discuss the
effect of the formation of the nearest Cr–Ca pairs. We
from Table II that the MOs originating fromt2 symmetry
split into three states by the reduction of the symmetry toC2

or C1 , and the compositions of the Cr 3d and O 2p orbitals
were accordingly changed. This change in the covale
must affect the multiplet structures. Regarding the Ca or
als, the contribution was negligible. This is natural beca
the energy difference between the Cr 3d and Ca 3d levels
was larger than the energy difference between the Cr 3d and
Y 4d levels, as shown in the previous subsection. The
sence of the direct interaction between the Cr and Ca at
means that the Ca atom acted like as an isolated ion for
impurity levels. On the other hand, the mean proportions
the contribution of the other atoms, including the Y atom
did not significantly differ from the result of model~c! with-
out the Ca atom. Considering the decrease in the numbe
Y atoms from six to five, we can conclude that the net ov
lap between the Cr atom and every Y atom increased
models~e! and ~f!. This means that the so-called backbo
was formed, that is, the lost Cr–Y bond was compensated
strengthening the other Cr–Y bonds. Although the Ca or
als did not directly participate in the impurity-level MOs,
changed the MOs to enhance the effect of the reduction
the symmetry by creating the backbonds.

Let us compare the contribution of the Cr 3d orbitals in
Table II with the results in Ref. 26, where the Cr31 and V31
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at the octahedrally coordinated site ina-Al2O3 were respon-
sible for the impurity absorptions. In the case of the octa
drally coordinated Cr31 ~ruby!, the proportions of the contri-
bution of the Cr 3d orbitals to the impurity-level MOs were
0.91 and 0.81 for the MOs originating fromt2g andeg sym-
metries, respectively. Almost the same values, 0.90 and 0
were obtained for the octahedrally coordinated V31, whose
number of electrons occupying the impurity-level MOs w
the same as Cr41. The corresponding values in Table II fo
the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41 were smaller by 0.04–
0.11. This means that the covalency concerning the impur
level MOs of the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41 is much
stronger than the covalency of the octahedrally coordina
Cr31, and that the degree of covalency was determined
the coordination number.

B. Multiplet structure calculations

1. The multiplet energies and the transition
probabilities by the three approaches

In this subsection, we mainly discuss the methodologi
aspects, and confirm roughly the validity of the assignm
of the absorption spectrum proposed by Eilerset al. We ex-
amined the dependence of the calculated multiplet ener
and the transition probabilities on the size of the cluster m
els, with the models~a!–~d! by the nonrelativistic calcula-
tions. With every cluster model, we conducted the calcu
tions by the FCZ, the CDC, and the CIC approaches. In
calculations by the CIC approach, the scaling factorD was
fixed at 0.8. Although the factorC can be calculated from
first principles, we obtained it by fixing theDe in Eq. ~6! at
an average value 0.93 eV through the calculations for s
plification. The calculated multiplet energies and the theo
ical spectra, obtained from models~a!–~d! by the FCZ, the
CDC, and the CIC approaches, are shown in Figs. 4, 5,
6, respectively. In all the figures, the calculated multip
energies were classified into the singlet states~upper! and the
triplet states~lower!, shown as straight lines. The groun
state was set at zero. The levels were shown up
35 000 cm21. The multiplet-term symbols in the parentTd

symmetry were attached to the levels. The triplet states
the 3A2 ground-state term, the3T2 and3T1 terms in the one-
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. The calculated multiplet ener
gies and the theoretical absorptio
spectra obtained from models~a!–~d!
by the CDC approach.
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electron-excited electron configuration (et2), and the3T1

term in the two-electron-excited electron configuration (t2
2).

The multiplet-term symbols in the exactD2d symmetry
@model ~a!# or theS4 symmetry@models~b!–~d!# were also
attached to the triplet states, on which we concentrate. In
results obtained from model~a!, the ground state was3B1 ,
and we denote it as3B1@3A2# to also realize the origin in the
parent Td symmetry. In the same way, the excited trip
states were denoted as3E@3T2#, 3B2@3T2#, 3A2@3T1(et2)#,
3E@3T1(et2)#, 3E@3T1(t2

2)#, and3A2@3T1(t2
2)#. In the results

obtained from models~b!–~d!, the ground state was th
3B@3A2# state, and the excited triplet states were3B@3T2#,
3E@3T2#, 3A@3T1(et2)#, 3E@3T1(et2)#, 3E@3T1(t2

2)#, and
3A@3T1(t2

2)#. In the lower field in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, the the
oretical absorption spectra were depicted. The theore
spectra were obtained by Eq.~7!, where the initial state was
the ground state, and the final state was all the excited tri
Downloaded 31 May 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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states. The relative height of the spectra was preser
through the figures, and can be compared between them

In Fig. 6~e!, the experimentally obtained absorptio
spectrum, obtained by Ku¨ck et al.,4 is shown for comparison
with the theoretical spectra. The experimentally obtain
spectrum had mainly three broad bands peaking at ab
1000 nm (10 000 cm21) in the NIR region, and at around 65
nm (15 400 cm21) and 450 nm (22 200 cm21) in the visible
region. Kück et al. followed the assignment proposed by E
ers et al.,13 and attributed the former two bands at 10 0
and 15 400 cm21 to the transitions from the3B1(3A2) ground
state to the3A2(3F) and3E(3F) excited states, respectively
which corresponded to the3A@3T1(et2)# and 3E@3T1(et2)#
excited states by our expression based on the MO framew
in the S4 symmetry. Kück et al. indicated by the excitation
spectrum that the3T1(t2

2) states lay in the 300–500 nm
(20 000– 33 300 cm21) region, but their exact peak energie
p-
s

n
-

FIG. 6. ~a!–~d! The calculated multip-
let energies and the theoretical absor
tion spectra obtained from model
~a!–~d! by the CIC approach.~e! The
experimentally obtained absorptio
spectrum taken from Ref. 4 for com
parison.
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could not be determined exactly due to the overlap of
broad 22 200 cm21 band, whose origin is yet unknown.

First, we discuss the dependence of the calculated re
on the size of the cluster models. From Figs. 4, 5, and 6,
can determine that the calculated results changed as w
through models~a!, ~b!, and~c!, but the results of models~c!
and ~d! had no significant difference between them. Tho
tendencies were already indicated in the previous section
the analyses for the covalency. The energy splittings
model~a! were simply derived from the ligand field with th
low D2d symmetry, which was expressed by the uniax
elongation of the CrO4 tetrahedron. Comparing the energi
obtained from models~a! and ~b!, we see that the energ
splittings within the parent multiplet terms were smaller
model ~b!. The effective Madelung potential in model~b!
affected the impurity-level MOs, and reduced the effect
the uniaxial elongation. In model~b!, the overall energies o
the triplet states were more highly estimated than the oth
Moving to the larger model~c!, we see that those energie
were reduced. Since the mean energies of the triplet st
depend on the electron configuration, the dependence o
energies on the size of the cluster models was derived f
the difference in the magnitude of the effective ligand-fie
splitting Deff , whose values were shown in the previous s
tion. The values of models~a! and~c! were almost the same
on the other hand, the value of model~b! was larger than the
other. The point charges around the clusters in models~b!
and ~c! tended to increase the magnitude of theDeff , how-
ever on the other hand, the additional atoms around the C4

tetrahedron in model~c! tended to decrease. In the results
model ~a!, we consider that the neglect of both the effect
the effective Madelung potential and the effect of the wa
functions of the first-shell coordination polyhedra fortunate
resemble the results of model~c!. We should note that the
resemblance was broken when we also discussed the p
ization dependence of the peak intensity in the absorp
spectrum of Cr41:Ca2MgSi2O7,

39 whose crystal belonged t
the tetragonal system, not the cubic system. Considering
conclusion on the covalency in the previous section toget
we regard model~c! as the minimum model appropriate fo
the multiplet calculation.

Hereafter, we compare the three approaches: the F
the CDC, and the CIC. In the results obtained by the F
approach in Fig. 4, the energy splittings within the par
multiplet terms were small, so that the energy structure in
parentTd symmetry was well resolved. This result corr
sponds to what the framework of the FCZ approach sho
the level splitting is regarded as the splitting from the me
energy of the electron configuration, which is based on
energy structure in the parent symmetry. Comparing the
oretical spectra with the experimentally obtained absorp
spectrum in Fig. 6~e!, however, we see that the calculat
energy structure was invalid. In the theoretical spectra, o
one band was obtained in the region up to 18 000 cm21,
whereas the experimentally obtained spectrum had
bands, one of which was the NIR band.

The results, which were obtained by the CDC and
CIC approaches in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, remarka
changed from ones obtained by the FCZ approach. The
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ergy splittings within each multiplet term became larger.
became difficult to simply assign the singlet states to
multiplet terms under the expression of the parentTd sym-
metry. In the results obtained from model~a!, the energies of
the 3E state in the3T2 triplet term and the3A2 state in the
3T1(et2) triplet term crossed. When we placed point charg
around the clusters in models~b!, ~c!, and~d!, the crossings
were not obtained, but the large energy splittings were k
especially on the3T1(et2) triplet term. The large energy
splittings within the3T1(et2) triplet term produced the two
bands in the region up to 18 000 cm21: one lay in the NIR
region and the other in the visible. This energy structu
corresponded to the experimentally obtained one in Fig. 6~e!.
The calculated oscillator strength for the NIR band was j
a half of the visible band by the CIC approach. This intens
ratio agreed with the experimentally deduced ratio of
absorption coefficient, 3.6 and 7.4, for the 10 000 and
15 400 cm21 bands, respectively.40 On the other hand, the
transitions to the states in the3T2 triplet term, which were
originally electric-dipole forbidden in theTd symmetry, still
did not have enough significant transition probability to pr
duce the NIR band, although the symmetry was low.
those results, we attribute the NIR band at about 10 000 c21

and the visible band at about 15 400 cm21 in the experimen-
tally obtained spectrum to the transitions from the3B@3A2#
ground state to the3A@3T1(et2)# and the3E@3T1(et2)# ex-
cited states, respectively. This assignment is consistent
the conclusion obtained by Eilerset al. from experiments.13

We confirmed from first principles that the newer Eiler
assignment was valid at least regarding that the energy s
ting within the3T1(et2) triplet term was large enough to b
able to produce the NIR band.

In the original paper of the FCZ approach, Fazzioet al.
intensively performed the systematic calculations on
multiplet structures of several transition-metal-doped se
conductors from first principles.31 Their discussion then wa
almost sufficient to only show the mean energies of the m
tiplet terms. Furthermore, they did not discuss the transit
probability. Our results from the FCZ approach showe
however, that it could not work well when the energy spl
tings within the multiplet terms due to the ligand field wi
the low symmetry became large enough to break the sim
view under the parentTd symmetry. In the CDC and the CIC
approaches, we directly estimated the off-diagonal matrix
ements concerning the one-electron operator term in the
fective many-electron Hamiltonian. As a result, those a
proaches gave the proper ligand-field splittings in the lowS4

symmetry.
We consider that the CIC approach was the most reas

able approach among the three approaches when we
concentrate on the intensity ratio, although the magnitude
the energy splittings would be underestimated, compare
the CDC approach. Although we could not come to a defin
conclusion from the comparison with the experimentally o
tained spectrum due to the presence of the unknown br
band at 22 200 cm21, we consider that the transition prob
ability of the transitions to the states in the3T1(t2

2) triplet
term will not exceed those of the states in the3T1(et2) triplet
term. This assumption is ascribed to the fact that the tra
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. The calculated energy, the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting, and the oscillator strength o
transitions, obtained from model~c! by the CIC approach under the relativistic calculation.

Parent state Spin-orbit state
Energy
~cm21!

Spin-orbit splitting
~cm21! Oscillator strength

3B@3A2(e2)# G3 ,G4 ¯ 0.5 ¯

¯ G2 0.5 ¯ 0
3B@3T2(et2)# G3 ,G4 9209 28 331027

¯ G2 9231 ¯ 231027

3E@3T2(et2)# G1(32), G2(32), G3 ,G4 10 317–10 414 97 131024

3A@3T1(et2)# G3 ,G4 11 896 6 2731024

¯ G1 11 902 ¯ 2631024

3E@3T1(et2)# G1(32), G2(32), G3 ,G4 15 975–16 109 134 2831024

1A@1E(e2)# G1 7385 ¯ 331026

1B@1E(e2)# G2 8047 ¯ 131026

1A@1A1(e2)# G1 14 685 ¯ 531025
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tion probability concerning the two-electron excitation orig
nates only from the mixing of the wave functions concern
the one-electron-excited electron configuration. Further
cussion on the relationship between the transition probab
and the mixing of the wave functions will be shown in Se
III B 4. In Fig. 5 by the CDC approach, we find that th
transitions to the3E@3T1(t2

2)# state were stronger than one
to the3E@3T1(et2)# state@except for the result of model~b!#.
Therefore we regard the results obtained by the CDC
proach as unreasonable ones, only shifting the diagonal
trix elements caused the interactions between the states i
different electron configurations to break. In the ruby’s ca
where the multiplet structure in the parent symmetry w
resolved well, the CDC approach gave the appropr
results.26 However, in the case of the tetrahedrally coor
nated Cr41 in the YAG, where the ligand field splitting tha
originated from the lowS4 symmetry also dominated th
multiplet structure, the CDC approach was not a perfect o
In the CIC approach, where all the matrix elements conce
ing the one-electron operator term were corrected, the t
sition probabilities of the3B@3A2#→3E@3T1(t2

2)# transitions
were smaller than those of the3B@3A2#→3E@3T1(et2)# tran-
sitions in every cluster model, as shown in Fig. 6.

2. The assignment of the peaks in the absorption
spectrum

In this subsection, we discuss the validity of the assi
ment of the peaks in the absorption spectrum written in
literature. We discuss the results obtained from the fully re
tivistic calculation, including the spin-orbit interaction. Th
calculated energy, the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitti
and the oscillator strength of the transitions, obtained fr
model~c! by the CIC approach, are summarized in Table
We had confirmed that the energy and the theoretical s
trum, obtained by the relativistic calculation, were consist
as a whole with those obtained by the nonrelativistic cal
lation. We can consider that the only difference in the re
tivistic result was the existence of the spin-orbit splittin
and the existence of the transition probability of the sp
forbidden transitions. In the CIC approach, the magnitude
the energy splitting, derived from the ligand field under t
low S4 symmetry, would be underestimated, compared to
result of the CDC approach. However, the underestima
y 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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will not affect the discussion by the order of magnitud
Although the other overestimation and underestimation c
cerning the calculated energies might be involved, we c
sider that rough estimations of the magnitude of the ene
splittings and the oscillator strength of the transitions can
done. To specify a state with symmetry symbols, we used
Mulliken symbol for the parent state under the nonrelativis
representation; on the other hand, we used Bethe’s sym
for the spin-orbit state under the relativistic representatio

First, we focus on the spin-orbit splitting of th
3B@3A2(e2)# ground state. The ground state split into t
three spin-orbit states,G3 , G4 , andG2 under theS4 symme-
try. TheG3 andG4 spin-orbit states were almost degenera
Therefore the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting was
garded as the energy difference between the (G31G4) states
and theG2 state. The value of the spin-orbit splitting wa
0.5 cm21. Kück et al. assumed the value to be 2 cm21,4 re-
ferring to the value obtained for Cr41:Mg2SiO4 in the litera-
ture. Our calculated value was smaller by only a factor
1/4, supporting Ku¨ck’s magnitude. We expect from the resu
that the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting of th
3B@3A2(e2)# ground state was so small that both the sta
would be thermally populated. Therefore, we conside
all the transitions from the three spin-orbit states for t
calculation of the oscillator strength of the ground-sta
absorption.

The spin-orbit splitting of the3B@3T2(et2)# state was
28 cm21. Here also, theG3 and G4 spin-orbit states were
almost degenerate. The oscillator strengths of
3B@3A2(e2)#→3B@3T2(et2)# transitions were 231027– 3
31027. Those were at least 4 orders of magnitude sma
than the values concerning the3T1(et2) triplet term. The
small oscillator strength is ascribed to the transitions to
3B@3T2(et2)# states being allowed only by the spin-orbit in
teraction. When we neglect the small spin-orbit splitting
the ground state, we can expect that a zero-phonon line
a doublet structure will be observed in the experimenta
obtained absorption spectrum. Actually, the doublet ze
phonon lines peaking at 7814 and 7842 cm21, with the en-
ergy splitting of 28 cm21, had already been considered
have originated from the transitions to the spin-orbit states
the 3B@3T2(et2)# state,4,11,13–16 as shown in Table I. The
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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assignment seems reasonable. Still we could not comple
omit the possibility of assigning those peaks to the ot
absorption centers. One possibility is the tetrahedrally co
dinated Cr41 coupling with a codopant atom for charge com
pensation, and the effect of the Cr–Ca pair will be discus
in the next subsection. Another possibility is the2B@2E#
→2B@2T2# transition of the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr51,
whose resemblance to the transition of the Cr41 state was
pointed out in our recent study.41

The 3E@3T2(et2)# state split into six spin-orbit state
under theS4 symmetry. In this case, theG3 and theG4 spin-
orbit states had apparent energy splitting with more th
1 cm21. The energy difference between the highest and
lowest spin-orbit states was 97 cm21. Borodin et al.8 and
Okhrimchuk and Shestakov12 assigned the two sharp lines
8977 and 9281 cm21 to the transitions to the spin-orbit com
ponents of the3E@3T2(et2)# states. Ku¨ck et al. also nega-
tively mentioned the same possibility.11 However, we omit
their possibility, because no additional peak existed betw
the two lines with the large energy difference: 304 cm21. It is
unlikely that the two lines originated from the nearest sp
orbit states. The oscillator strengths of the six transitio
were about 131024 for each. The magnitude was only a
order smaller than the transitions to the3A@3T1(et2)# states.
The peaks concerning the3E@3T2(et2)# states have bee
considered hidden under the broad band at aro
10 000 cm21, which has been attributed to the transition
the 3A@3T1(et2)# state.13 Kück et al. attributed several ap
parent peaks in the 9463– 10 392 cm21 region under a low
temperature to the phonon-related transitions.4 However, we
consider that some of those peaks could be attributed to
transitions to the spin-orbit states in the3E@3T2(et2)# state,
since the calculated oscillator strength was large enoug
allow the peaks to be observed.

The1E(e2) singlet term split into the lowerG1 state and
the higherG2 state by the ligand field under theS4 symme-
try. The calculated peak positions should be underestima
depending on the accuracy in the estimation of the ma
tude of the correlation-correction factorC, which shifted the
energies as a whole. We had confirmed, however, that
discussion below, on the magnitude of the ligand-field sp
ting and the oscillator strength, was insensitive to the ene
position by examining the dependence of the energy split
on the correlation-correction factor. From Table III, we s
that the magnitude of the ligand-field splitting of the1E(e2)
singlet term was 662 cm21 by the CIC approach. The split
ting obtained by the CDC approach was 1290 cm21. Al-
though the magnitude of the ligand-field splitting by the C
approach was likely to be underestimated, we can say
the magnitude should not be smaller at least than 662 cm21.
Eilers et al. tentatively assigned the two lines at 1210 n
(8264 cm21) and 1206 nm (8292 cm21), with the energy
splitting of 28 cm21 to the transitions to the states of th
1E(e2) singlet term.13 Riley et al. pointed out by the semi
empirical AOM calculation that the splitting would be
least 1000 cm21, and that the Eilers’ assignment should
wrong.16 We agree with Riley’s conclusion. The oscillato
strength of the transition to theG1 state was 531025, whose
magnitude was not small, and comparable to the magnit
Downloaded 31 May 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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concerning the3E@3T2(et2)# states. We consider that an a
parent peak, originating from the transition to theG1 state of
the 1E(e2) singlet term, could be observed in the absorpti
spectrum.

In the previous subsection, we had already confirm
that the ligand-field splitting of the3T1(et2) triplet term was
large enough to produce both the NIR and the visible ban
We consider further the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitti
of the 3A@3T1(et2)# state, which corresponds to the NI
band. The3A@3T1(et2)# state split into the three spin-orb
states,G3 , G4 , andG1 , under theS4 symmetry. The energy
difference between theG3 and theG4 spin-orbit states was
negligibly smaller than 1 cm21, hence we can again regar
those states as a degenerate state. The calculated magn
of the spin-orbit splitting between the (G31G4) states and
theG1 state was only 6 cm21. This small spin-orbit splitting
contradicts the assignment~or the assumption! proposed by
Kück et al.,4 Riley et al.,16 and Hendersonet al.17 They con-
sidered that the two intense lines at 8977 and 9281 cm21,
with the energy separation of 304 cm21, originated from the
transitions to theG1 and the (G31G4) spin-orbit states, re-
spectively. Their assignment, however, would also contra
the conclusion obtained by Eilerset al., who pointed out that
the two lines should have the same polarization depende
and that the line at 9281 cm21 might have originated from
the vibrational mode.13 Before the Eilers’ suggestion, Ku¨ck
et al. mentioned that the two lines originated from the tra
sitions to the1E(e2) states, which split by the ligand field
under theS4 symmetry.11 But the assignment would also no
satisfy the Eilers’ requirement, because the two states h
different symmetry,G1 and G2 . The contradiction on the
assignment of the two intense lines at 8977 and 9281 cm21

would not be solved yet. We consider that one possible
planation would still be the Eilers’ one. Another possib
explanation may be that the 8977 and the 9281 cm21 lines
are differently attributed to the3B@3A2(e2)#→1A@1E(e2)#
and the 3B@3A2(e2)#→3A@3T1(et2)# transitions, respec-
tively. If the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting of th
3A@3T1(et2)# state is significantly larger than that obtaine
by us, the spin-orbit states will have different symmetri
and we have to find the corresponding additional pe
somewhere in the broad band for the different polarization
explain Eilers’ results on the polarization dependence un
the uniaxial stress.

The 3E@3T1(et2)# state in the visible region also spl
into the six spin-orbit states. The energy difference betw
the highest and the lowest states was 134 cm21. It is known
that the broad band at around 15 400 cm21 possessed an ap
parent shoulder.13 We consider that such a structure did n
originate from the spin-orbit splitting of the3E@3T1(et2)#
state, since the magnitude of the spin-orbit splitting was
small to be apparently distinguished in the broad band. T
structure could be attributed to the Cr41 coupling with
codopant atoms.

3. The effect of the Cr –Ca pair

The existence of the charge compensators, such as C
Mg atoms, makes it difficult to analyze the absorption sp
trum of Cr41:YAG. Okhrimchuk and Shestakov showed b
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the experiments that the absorption cross section of the p
at 7800 cm21 decreased by 6 orders of magnitude, when
concentration of the Cr atoms increased by a factor of 13
the concentration of the Mg atoms decreased by a facto
4.3.12 Under the same condition, the absorption cross sec
of the peak at 8100 cm21 did not show any significan
change. They attributed the peak at 7800 cm21 to a different
absorption center rather than the dominant tetrahedrally
ordinated Cr41. This indicates that the determination of th
assignment of the peaks in the absorption spectrum is
straightforward. It is difficult to discuss theoretically th
chemical state coupling with the codopants, because
problem involves ion–ion interaction, which has been om
ted in the framework of the traditional ligand-field analyse
We can find, however, some literature that considered
effect of the codopants by some theoretical calculatio
Kuklja calculated the formation energies of the defects in
YAG by the classical model using pair potentials.42 Sobolev
et al. insisted the importance of the Cr–Ca pair by th
electronic-structure calculation.20 And Ching et al. tried to
explain the mechanism of the saturable absorption by t
band calculation including the Cr–Ca pairs.22 But none have
directly discussed the effect of the codopants on the struc
of the absorption spectrum.

We estimated the maximum effect of the Cr–Ca pair
the absorption spectrum. Hereafter, we return to the res
obtained by the nonrelativistic calculations. The calcula
multiplet energies and the theoretical spectra, obtained f
models~e! and ~f! by the CIC approach, are shown in Fig
7~a! and 7~b!. We see from the results that the3E states
further split into two states, which created additional pea
and shoulders in the spectra.~The symmetry symbols wer
approximated by those of theS4 parent symmetry.! Although

FIG. 7. ~a!, ~b! The calculated multiplet energies and the theoretical abs
tion spectra obtained from models~e! and ~f! by the CIC approach. The
symmetry symbols are approximated by those of the parentS4 symmetry.
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the energy splitting of the3E@3T1(t2
2)# parent states pro

duced the apparent changes above 20 000 cm21, they will not
be observed in the experimentally obtained absorption sp
trum due to the intense band at around 22 200 cm21. On the
other hand, we can expect that the energy splitting of
3E@3T2# parent states will create some satellite peaks in
NIR region. Some calculated oscillator strengths of mod
~e! and~f! with a Ca atom by the CIC approach are summ
rized in Table IV, besides the result of the model~c! without
the Ca atom. In the result obtained from model~e!, we see
that the3A(2)@

3T2# state, which corresponded to the3B@3T2#
state in model~c!, had an apparent transition probabilit
131024. Although the transition to the3B@3T2# state under
theS4 symmetry was electric-dipole forbidden, the transiti
became allowed when the symmetry was reduced toC2 . In
the result obtained from model~f!, the oscillator strength of
the transition to the3A(1)@

3T2# state, which corresponded t
the 3B@3T2# state in model~c!, did not show any significan
increase. Instead, the transition to the3A(3)@

3T2# state origi-
nating from the3E@3T2# parent state was twice strengthene
In either case of the nearest Cr–Ca pair, the increase of
absorption coefficient of some related peaks is expected t
observed in the NIR region in the experimentally observ
spectrum, followed by the increase of the concentration
the Ca atoms. The concentration-dependent zero-pho
lines at about 7800 cm21 in the experimentally obtained
spectrum may have originated from the tetrahedrally coo
nated Cr41 coupling with a Ca atom. Regarding th
3E@3T1(et2)# parent state, we see that the energy splitting
model ~e! in Fig. 7~a! created an apparent doublet structu
in the spectrum. This indicates that the shoulder observe
the 15 400 cm21 band could have originated from the Cr–C
pair.

4. The relationship between the transition probability
and the mixing of wave functions

The magnitude of the calculated oscillator strength
related to the results of the analysis of the coefficientsCi j in
Eq. ~2!. The summarized coefficients in the wave functio

-

TABLE IV. The calculated oscillator strengths (31024), obtained from
models~c!, ~e!, and ~f! by the CIC approach under the nonrelativistic ca
culation.

Model ~c! 3B@3T2# 0
3E@3T2# 6
3A@3T1(et2)# 70
3E@3T1(et2)# 144

Model ~e! 3B(1)@
3T2# 3

3A(2)@
3T2# 1

3B(3)@
3T2# 3

3A(4)@
3T1(et2)# 72

3B(5)@
3T1(et2)# 60

3B(6)@
3T1(et2)# 89

Model ~f! 3A(1)@
3T2# 0

3A(2)@
3T2# 3

3A(3)@
3T2# 10

3A(4)@
3T1(et2)# 61

3A(5)@
3T1(et2)# 78

3A(6)@
3T1(et2)# 64
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. The summarized coefficientsCi j in the linear combination of Slater determinantsFa in Eq. ~2!
obtained from cluster model~c! by the CIC approach under the nonrelativistic calculation. The matrix elem
that are not filled are considered to be zero. The overline in the labels of the Slater determinants means
an average value concerning the two determinants.

StatesC

(et2) (t2
2)

F1 F213 F4 F516 F718 F9

3B@3T2(et2)# 1.00 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

3E@3T2(et2)# ¯ 0.88 ¯ 0.11 ¯ ¯

3A@3T1(et2)# ¯ ¯ 0.94 ¯ ¯ 0.06
3E@3T1(et2)# ¯ 0.07 ¯ 0.66 0.27 ¯

3E@3T1(t2
2)# ¯ 0.05 ¯ 0.23 0.72 ¯

3A@3T1(t2
2)# ¯ ¯ 0.06 ¯ ¯ 0.94

aF15ua(2)(e),b(3)(t2)u, F25ub(3)(e),e(5)(t2)u, F35ub(3)(e),e(4)(t2)u, F45ub(3)(e),b(3)(t2)u,
F55ua(2)(e),e(5)(t2)u, F65ua(2)(e),e(4)(t2)u, F75ub(3)(t2),e(5)(t2)u, F85ub(3)(t2),e(4)(t2)u,
F95ue(5)(t2),e(4)(t2)u, whereuw1 ,w2u51/&$w1(r1)w2(r2)2w2(r1)w1(r2)%.
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C of the excited triplet states, obtained from model~c! by
the CIC approach@corresponding to Fig. 6~c!#, are shown in
Table V. The values were normalized by unity, and t
empty elements indicated zero. Every line in Table V sho
the composition of the state, and the off-diagonal eleme
mean that the wave function of the state was mixed with
wave functions of the other states. Originally, in the par
Td symmetry, the wave functions of the3T2(et2) state are
the Slater determinantsF1 , F2 , andF3 , and have no off-
diagonal elements. All the Slater determinantsF1–F6 were
composed of an MO originating frome symmetry and an-
other MO originating fromt2 symmetry, and belonged to th
et2 electron configuration. On the other hand, the Slater
terminantsF7–F9 were composed of the two MOs bot
originating from t2 symmetry, and belonged to thet2

2 elec-
tron configuration.

First, we discuss the states in the3T1(t2
2) triplet term.

Originally, the optical transition involving two-electron ex
citation is forbidden. However, some transitions to the sta
in the 3T1(t2

2) triplet term had the transition probabilities. I
Table V, we see that the wave function of the3A@3T1(t2

2)#
state almost preserved its own character, expressed by
contribution of the Slater determinantF9(t2

2) at 0.94. On the
other hand, the wave function of the3E@3T1(t2

2)# state re-
duced its own characterF718(t2

2) to 0.72 by mixing with
F516(et2), which was the main component of the wa
function of the3E@3T1(et2)# state. We find correspondenc
between those magnitudes of the mixing of the wave fu
tions and the magnitude of the transition probability sho
in Fig. 6~c!. The larger the mixing was, the larger the tra
sition probability was. We conclude that the transition pro
ability of the transitions to the states in thet2

2 electron con-
figuration was produced by mixing of the wave functio
with those of the states in theet2 electron configuration.

Regarding the3B@3T2(et2)# state in the NIR region, the
peak intensity in the experimentally obtained absorpt
spectrum should be considerably weak. The3B@3A2#
→3B@3T2(et2)# transition in the S4 symmetry was still
electric-dipole forbidden, and the3B@3T2(et2)# state was the
only excited state having theB symmetry. This situation re
sulted in the absence of the interaction of the3B@3T2(et2)#
state with the other triplet states, expressed by the diag
y 2007 to 130.54.110.22. Redistribution subject to AI
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value 1.00 in Table V. As shown in Sec. III B 2, the trans
tion probability came only from the spin-orbit interactio
On the other hand, the3E@3T2(et2)# state had the value o
the off-diagonal elements, 0.11, for the interaction with t
3E@3T1(et2)# state through the Slater determinantF516 . In
the theoretical spectrum in Fig. 6~c!, the peak intensity cor-
responding to the transition to the3E@3T2(et2)# state was
indeed observed.

5. The reduction factors on electron repulsion

The electron repulsion of an ion in solids or complex
is largely reduced from that of a gaseous free ion. In
framework of the crystal field theory or the ligand fie
theory, the Racah parameterB has usually been regarded a
the single parameter expressing the electron repulsion
concerns the multiplet structure. The magnitude of the red
tion of the electron repulsion has been estimated by the
called nephelauxetic parameter, which is a ratio of the Ra
parameterB in the ligand field to the free ion.43

In the DVME method, the reduction is expressed by t
degree of covalency and by the correlation-correction fac
C. The calculated correlation-correction factorC, obtained
from models~a!–~d! by the FCZ, the CDC, and the CIC
approaches, are listed in Table VI, where the value obtai
from the Cr41 free-ion model is also shown. We see that t
dependence of the correlation-correction factor on the
proaches was negligibly small. As for the dependence on
cluster models, we see that the result of model~b! was
smaller than the results of the other models. The correlat
correction factor of models~c! and~d! were almost the same

TABLE VI. The calculated correlation-correction factorC in Eq. ~5!, ob-
tained from models~a!–~d! by the FCZ, the CDC, and the CIC approache
and from the free-ion model.

Models FCZ CDC CIC

~a! 0.65 0.67 0.65
~b! 0.60 0.60 0.59
~c! 0.68 0.69 0.68
~d! 0.69 0.70 0.69

Free ion 0.89
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We find a contrary tendency to the results of the covalenc
Table II: the smaller values were obtained for the factorC,
as the larger values of the proportions of the contribution
the Cr 3d orbitals were obtained. We consider that the m
tiplication of the two reduction factors corresponds to t
meaning of the nephelauxetic effect. Multiplying th
correlation-correction factorC in Table VI and the mean
values of the contributions of the Cr 3d orbitals in Table II
together, we obtained the multiplied reduction factor, lis
in Table VII. The values lay within the range from 0.47
0.53. The multiplied reduction factor is a convenient indic
tion to show the degree of reduction of the electron rep
sion.

The direct estimation of the electron repulsion was do
by calculating directly the ratio corresponding to the tra
tional nephelauxetic parameter. For simplification, we c
sidered only the representative two-electron integr
^ i j ukl&5^11u11&, ^22u22&, ^33u33&, ^44u44& in Eq. ~5!,
where Figs. 1–4 specify the four impurity-level MOs.
those four integrals, the difference in the covalency was
ready involved. The values of the two-electron integrals t
were multiplied by the correlation-correction factorC are
listed in Table VIII for model~c! and for the free-ion model
Comparing the results with those of the covalency in Ta
II ~c!, we see that the magnitude of the two-electron integ
decreased as the degree of covalency increased. Contra
the traditional methods that reduced the number of par
eters for the two-electron integrals to only one, our meth
directly gave the difference of the two-electron integrals,
cording to the difference of the covalency under theS4 sym-
metry. Considering that the fourth state was twofold deg
erate, we obtained the mean value of the two-elect
integrals at 11.9 eV. The corresponding value, obtained fr
the Cr41 free-ion model, was 23.2 eV. Applying those valu
to the definition of the nephelauxetic parameter, we obtai
the nephelauxetic parameter at 0.51. Eilers, Brik, and R
independently obtained the values of the Racah parametB
by their semiempirical analyses at 515, 500, and 430 cm21,

TABLE VII. The multiplied reduction factor, obtained from the mode
~a!–~d! by the FCZ, the CDC, and the CIC approaches.

Models FCZ CDC CIC

~a! 0.50 0.52 0.50
~b! 0.48 0.48 0.47
~c! 0.52 0.53 0.52
~d! 0.52 0.53 0.52

TABLE VIII. The values of the representative two-electron integrals m
tiplied by the correlation-correction factorC ~eV!, obtained from the mode
~c! by the CIC approach, and the free-ion model.

^ i j ukl& Model ~c! Free-ion model

^11u11& 12.8
^22u22& 12.3
^33u33& 11.5
^44u44& 11.4
Average 11.9 23.2
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respectively.13,15,16 They correspond to the value of th
nephelauxetic parameter in the range from 0.42 to 0.51,
the magnitude seems to be supported now generally for
tetrahedrally coordinated Cr41 state. Our value agreed esp
cially with the Eilers’ and the Brik’s ones. Thus, we co
firmed from first principles that those experimentally d
duced values of the nephelauxetic parameter had
appropriate magnitude.

IV. SUMMARY

The multiplet structure of the tetrahedrally coordinat
Cr41 in YAG was calculated by theab initio many-electron
calculation method, developed by us. We revealed that
wave functions of the cations outside the CrO4 tetrahedron
also affected the covalency of the impurity-level molecu
orbitals. We concluded that the model with the first-sh
coordination polyhedra was required. We confirmed that
3T1(et2) triplet term should have the large ligand-field spl
ting, which created both the NIR and the visible bands, s
porting the earlier Eilers’ suggestion.13 To discuss the pos
sible assignments, we conducted the calculation by the f
relativistic many-electron calculation method. The mag
tudes of the spin-orbit and the ligand-field splittings, and
oscillator strength of the transitions were discussed. We
timated the traditional nephelauxetic parameter from fi
principles. The calculated nephelauxetic parameter was 0
which supported the magnitude of the parameter reporte
some literature.

Until now, the Ca or Mg atom has been codoped only
the purpose of achieving the charge compensation, an
stabilizing the Cr41 state. Our results indicated, howeve
that the formation of the nearest Cr–Ca pairs would cre
some additional peaks in the absorption spectrum. T
means that the codopants can be regarded not only
charge compensator, but also as a modifier of the wavele
and the cross section of the absorption and the emiss
Shen and Bray recently mentioned that controlling the lo
distortion around the transition-metal centers would lead
the design of new optical materials.44 We support their di-
rection. However, we consider that the meaning of the ‘‘d
tortion’’ should also include the recombination of the wa
functions that change the covalency. Such a discussion
the covalency, involving the ion–ion interaction, requires
to investigate with larger models than the model with only
few ligand atoms. We believe that to design the solid-st
laser materials from first-principles calculation is possib
when we systematically examine the effect of vario
codopants, with large models directly involving the ion–io
interaction.
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